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The primary focus of this text is to provide a bridge for students between the academic world and

the real world. This bridge is built through an understanding of what is law, how law is created, how

law affects almost every activity of human conduct, and how legal institutions operate. Intended

mainly for architectural and engineering students, but increasingly for those in business schools and

law schools, this text features a clear, concise, and jargon-free presentation. It probes beneath the

surface of legal rules and uncovers why these rules developed as they did, outlines arguments for

and against these rules, and examines how they work in practice. Updated with the most recent

developments in the legal aspects of architectural, engineering, and the construction processes, this

text is also a valuable reference for practitioners and has been cited in over twenty-five court

decisions.
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"One should start by saying that this book has attained the status as the "gold standard" of books on

construction law. It is, perhaps, the most widely used college text on the subject and is one of the

most widely used reference works for construction industry professionalsÃ¢â‚¬Â¦. The book should

be a highly valued part of every construction professional's library.""This book's annotated cases

are its strongest feature. They are excellent and provide outstanding explanations of the case, the

participants, the court and the evidence. They are outstanding."

Justin Sweet is the John H. Boalt Professor of Law, Emeritus at the University of California at



Berkeley. Born and raised in Wisconsin, he attended the University of Wisconsin, where he received

a B.A., phi beta kappa, in literature in 1951 and an LL.B. in 1953. He was note editor for the "Law

Review" and Order of the Coif. After serving on the staff of the attorney general of Wisconsin, he

was in the Judge-Advocate General's Corps and later practiced in Milwaukee. He joined the Boalt

faculty in 1958, where he taught Contracts, Construction Law, and Insurance until the early 1990s.

Sweet was a visiting professor at the University of Rome (as a Fulbright Lecturer), Hebrew

University, University of Leuven in Belgium, Osgoode Hall in Canada, Tel-Aviv University, and the

University of Fribourg. He has written articles in many legal journals, many of which were collected

in Sweet, Anthology of Construction Law Writings by the American Bar Association in 2010. He also

wrote Sweet on Construction Law for the American Bar Association in 1997. Beginning in 2010, he

has been writing on historic cases in each issue of the Journal of Legal Affairs & Dispute Resolution

in Engineering and Construction. He was the co-founder and director of the International

Construction Conference. It met in Fribourg, Switzerland, Berkeley, California and Washington

D.C.For nearly thirty years, Marc M. Schneier has been the Editor of Construction Litigation

Reporter, a national reporter analyzing legal developments in the construction industry, which is

published by Thomson Reuters/West. He was an Adjunct Professor of Construction Law at the

University of San Francisco School of Law, has published numerous articles in various legal

journals, and provides consulting services. His first book was CONSTRUCTION ACCIDENT LAW: A

COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO LEGAL LIABILITY AND INSURANCE CLAIMS, published by the

American Bar Association in 1999. His most recent book is LEGAL ASPECTS OF

ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING AND THE CONSTRUCTION PROCESS, 8th edition,

co-authored by Justin Sweet and published in 2009 by Cengage Learning. Marc earned his B.A. in

Philosophy at the University of California, Berkeley in 1978. He earned his J.D. from the University

of California, Davis (King Hall) in 1981 and was awarded the Bureau of National Affairs Award for

academic performance. He practiced law in San Francisco prior to being hired as Editor of

Construction Litigation Reporter.

This is a very good text book on construction and engineering law, written by one of the most well

know authority in the subject. I have previously purchased a copy of the eighth edition of this book

(in 2004) and I really enjoyed reading it. Actually, I read every page in detail and studied it very

carefully. This book provides a very good foundation to enable one to go on studying other

professional treaties on construction law. If you want to work in construction law, it is a good

investment of you time and effect to study this book in detail.



Great book as far a books for non-lawyers for construction law go. I will keep this one on my shelf.

Book is good

This book serves multiple purposes for me. First, it contains all the reading from my class, which

means its incredibly informative. Also, the language is dry and repetitive, so it puts me to sleep

SUPER QUICK. its like nyquil, but without the drugs. Sometimes I use this book as a paperweight.

Due to its impressive weight, it can hold paper down in the windiest of outdoor study days or messy

room days. Lastly, after this semester is over, I'm going to put it on a shelf where it will look good for

years to come. Best 150 bucks spent on paper and ink ever.

The book contains many examples of court cases for the same topic. The definitions of the legal

term can be easily found on-line and better explained.

The kindle edition of this textbook does not include page numbers. Class reading assignments are

typically given as "read pages X - Y in the textbook". But this edition only has LOCATION

NUMBERS. How does that help me to locate my reading assignments?The book description

erroneously states "Kindle textbooks are functionally equivalent to the print textbook." Without page

numbers, the kindle edition is NOT functionally equivalent -- bordering on non-functional, period.

Awesome book for construction and contract related topics.

This book is worthless as a reference book. Actually, it's worthless as anything except a doorstop. If

you're buying it because you need it for a class (the only reason anyone would buy it), you're not

going to be able to resell it. The authors have cranked out a new edition, to make sure people can't

resell their books.
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